Children are the future guardians of the Natural World!

We all know that children are active, cannot always read or interpret Zoo Rules, Safety Signs and do not recognize the consequences of their behavior in a Zoo setting. The Zoo is not a playground, does not offer all the safety features of a playground and therefore is not a place where children can be allowed to do whatever they want. To assure that children are safe and the Zoo Animals maintain a calm disposition, adults in charge of children are expected to use common sense, read and observe the Zoo Rules, Safety Signs, supervise and accompany children at all times and make sure that children behave according to Zoo safety rules and signs.

Adults are in charge and responsible for children in their care.

To avoid injury (in some cases not excluding death) Adults must not allow children to:

- Sit, stand on and climb protective habitat barriers
- Throw rocks and other items
- Sit, stand on and climb bronze statues and rocks
- Operate gates or attempt to enter habitats
- Run around Zoo unsupervised and unaccompanied
- Stand on benches, chairs and tables
- Tease Animals and bang on glass habitat windows
- Climb around in landscaped areas and water features

Thank you for being responsible and keeping children in your charge safe and well mannered.
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Be practical and become a Zoo Member

The most economical way to benefit yourself, enjoy the Zoo and help the Zoo grow

Apply your admission charge to Membership
JOIN TODAY!
Membership Forms at Admission Window